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FATCA Update for Investment Funds

JoSEPH A. RiLEy

This article provides an overview of certain obligations that non-U.S. invest-
ment funds will have as a result of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act.

The Foreign account Tax compliance act (“FaTca”) is designed to 
achieve greater u.S. tax compliance by generally requiring foreign 
financial institutions (“FFis”) and withholding agents to (1) per-

form diligence on and collect documentation from their account holders and 
counterparties; and (2) report to the internal revenue Service (“irS”) the 
amounts of payments made to, and account activity of, u.S. customers and 
non-compliant FFis. FaTca is enforced by a withholding tax that is imposed 
on FFis that do not comply with FaTca and on account holders or coun-
terparties that do not provide the information necessary to document their 
FaTca status.
 as part of FaTca, FFis will generally be required to register (with certain 
exceptions) with the irS.  The irS has opened an online FaTca registration 
portal (the “portal”), which FFis will use to submit their FaTca registration 
information to the irS.1  The portal will be the main contact point between 
FFis and the irS for continuing FaTca compliance.  FFis were able to start 
registering with the irS via the portal on January 1, 2014.  The irS has 
released a comprehensive user guide with step-by-step instructions on how 
to use the portal, with the most recently updated version of the user guide.2  

Joseph A. Riley is a partner in Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP’s tax department. He 
may be contacted at jriley@willkie.com.  Mr. Riley would like to acknowledge 
the invaluable contribution of Robert F. Larimore, an associate in Willkie’s tax 
department, to the preparation of this article.

Published by Matthew Bender & Company, inc. in the April 2014 issue of 
Financial Fraud Law Report.  Copyright © 2014 Reed Elsevier Properties SA. 
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once an FFi registers on the portal, it will receive a Global intermediary 
identification number (“Giin”) that it will provide to counterparties that 
need to confirm the FFi’s FaTca compliance (i.e., by checking a Giin list of 
compliant FFis that will be maintained by the irS and published monthly).  
 as described below, certain FFis’ FaTca obligations will be determined 
by reference to an agreement they sign with the irS to implement FaTca 
(an “FFi agreement”).  in december 2013, in revenue procedure 2014-13, 
the irS released the final language of the FFi agreement, which generally 
tracks draft FFi agreement language released earlier in 2013 with few modi-
fications.  other FFis may be required to comply with intergovernmental 
agreements (“iGas”) signed between their home jurisdictions and the u.S. 
to implement FaTca.  The irS intends to publish an additional two sets of 
temporary regulations with respect to FaTca compliance, one that will pro-
vide further clarifications and modifications to the FaTca regulations, and 
one that will provide coordinating rules between the FaTca regulations and 
the existing u.S. withholding and information reporting regulations.  Both 
sets of temporary regulations are planned to be released in early 2014.
 The balance of this article provides an overview of how FaTca applies 
to non-u.S. funds, including (1) how to determine which set of rules or 
regulations an FFi must comply with; (2) rules relating to how an FFi’s “ex-
panded affiliated group” (“eaG”) (as that term is defined under the FaTca 
regulations) may register on the portal; and (3) a brief summary of FaTca 
obligations that may apply to a non-u.S. fund.  The application of FaTca 
to any fund, payment made by a fund, or fund investor is a highly factual and 
specific inquiry.3  

NoN-u.s. FuNds arE gENErally FFis

 Generally, non-u.S. funds and investment advisors will be FFis for FaT-
ca purposes.  under the FaTca regulations, an “investment entity” is an FFi.4  
Most non-u.S. funds will qualify as “investment entities,” and will, therefore, 
be treated as FFis.  Since the definition of “investment entity” also generally en-
compasses investment advisors that have earned more than 50 percent of their 
gross income for the last three years from providing services as an investment 
advisor, many non-u.S. investment advisors will also qualify as FFis.
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 as noted above, the FaTca regulations generally require funds to do 
diligence, report, and potentially withhold on their account holders.  a fund’s 
“account holders” will generally be its investors (i.e., holders of the fund’s eq-
uity and debt that is not publicly traded).  an investment advisor’s “account 
holders” will generally be its owners.
 note that whether or not a non-u.S. fund makes investments in u.S. 
assets, or has u.S. investors, is irrelevant for determining whether a non-u.S. 
fund is classified as an investment entity for FaTca purposes.

FFi agrEEmENts aNd iNtErgovErNmENtal agrEEmENts

 FFis will generally be subject to the FaTca regime, although their re-
sponsibilities will depend on whether they must comply with an FFi agree-
ment, an iGa, or both.  certain FFis may be able to qualify for certain 
narrowly defined exceptions from FaTca, and will be treated as “certified 
deemed compliant FFis.”  These FFis will not have to register on the portal 
or provide any information to the irS.  an iGa may specify other types of 
entities that will be treated as certified deemed compliant FFis.
 The u.S. has entered into iGas with other jurisdictions in order to facili-
tate the compliance of FFis in those jurisdictions.5  Specifically, the privacy 
laws in some jurisdictions would generally prevent FFis from reporting the 
required information about their account holders.  The requirements under 
the iGas may differ from the general FaTca requirements in the FFi agree-
ment and the u.S. FaTca regulations.
 The u.S. Treasury department maintains a continuously updated list of 
jurisdictions that have, or are treated as having, an iGa in effect.6 
 if a jurisdiction has not signed an iGa, an FFi in that jurisdiction will 
generally comply with the u.S. FaTca regulations by registering with the 
irS as a “participating FFi” and executing an FFi agreement.  a participat-
ing FFi will perform diligence on its account holders according to the proce-
dures in the u.S. FaTca regulations and the FFi agreement, and report the 
applicable account holder information to the irS.  
 if a jurisdiction has signed a Model 1 iGa, an FFi in that jurisdiction (a 
“Model 1 iGa FFi”) will comply with the obligations included in the iGa, 
as implemented by local legislation or regulations.  any u.S. account holder 
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information will be provided to the FFi’s home jurisdiction governmental 
agency, for eventual transmittal to the u.S. irS.  a Model 1 iGa FFi will 
register with the irS as a “registered deemed compliant FFi” in order to 
receive a Giin but will not be required to sign an FFi agreement.  
 if a jurisdiction has signed a Model 2 iGa, an FFi in that jurisdiction (a 
“Model 2 iGa FFi”) will comply with the FaTca regulations by registering 
with the irS as a participating FFi and signing an FFi agreement.  The re-
quirements in the FFi agreement will be modified as specified in the Model 
2 iGa.  Model 2 iGa FFis will report their account holders’ information 
directly to the u.S. irS.  
 FFis that are not in iGa jurisdictions and that cannot sign FFi agree-
ments because they are unable to comply with the FFi agreement (e.g., as a 
result of local privacy law restrictions) would register as “limited FFis,” and 
would be treated by counterparties as non-compliant FFis.  The limited FFi 
category is transitional only, and may only be used before January 1, 2016, 
after which date all limited FFis must generally become participating FFis 
or deemed compliant FFis.  otherwise, the former limited FFis will be 
treated as non-compliant FFis, which could affect the FaTca-compliant sta-
tus of other members of their eaGs.
 Branches of an FFi will be treated as “separate” from the FFi itself for cer-
tain FaTca purposes.  The FaTca registration user guide defines a “branch” 
as a “unit, business, or office of a [financial institution] that is treated as a 
branch under the regulatory regime of a country or is otherwise regulated un-
der the laws of such country as separate from other offices, units, or branches 
of the [financial institution].”  as described below, each FFi will have a “FaT-
ca Status” that describes its compliance (or non-compliance) with FaTca.  
a branch will have a separate FaTca Status from its “parent” FFi and will 
receive a separate Giin.  However, branches of an FFi will not have separate 
registration accounts on the portal.  instead, the FFi will register its branches 
(and receive Giins for the branches) as part of its regular FaTca registra-
tion.  note that a branch is subject to the iGa (if any) that the jurisdiction 
in which the branch itself is located has signed — not the jurisdiction of its 
“parent” FFi.  For example, if a uK FFi has a cayman branch, the uK FFi 
will be subject to the uK iGa and the cayman branch will be subject to the 
cayman iGa.  The cayman branch will not be subject to the uK iGa.
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rEgistratioN procEss

 For FaTca purposes, an eaG is generally any group made up of a chain 
of corporations with 50 percent or greater ownership (by vote and value) 
that share a common parent corporation, as well as any partnership or trust 
controlled by any such corporations.  all members of an eaG (including 
branches) that are FFis must register with the irS in order for any FFi in the 
eaG to be FaTca-compliant, unless they are subject to a special exception.  
Thus, it is important for an eaG to determine which of its entities are FFis 
that will need to register on the portal.
 every FFi in an eaG will have a “registration Status” for purposes of 
registering on the portal.  an eaG will be able to determine how it wants 
its entities to register, e.g., separately, or in one or more groups. if FFis in an 
eaG register as a group (whether the entire eaG or a subgroup of the eaG), 
one FFi, called the “lead FFi,” may carry out registration on behalf of the 
other FFis in the group (the “Member FFis”).  a lead FFi will also be pro-
vided the rights to manage the online account for its Member FFis, although 
a Member FFi may submit information and complete the registration process 
on its own behalf.  note that a lead FFi is permitted, but not required, to act 
as a lead FFi for all of the Member FFis in its eaG.  in other words, an eaG 
may have one or more lead FFis.  a u.S. financial institution (“uSFi”) may 
act as the lead FFi for Member FFis in its eaG, and will be issued a Giin.  
in addition, if an eaG has a consolidated FaTca compliance program, the 
entity in the eaG that is acting as the “compliance Fi” (i.e., is in charge of 
the consolidated compliance program) should register as a lead FFi, and 
register all of the participants of the consolidated compliance program as 
Member FFis.  if an FFi is not registering as part of a group, it will register as 
a “Single FFi.”
 under the FaTca regulations, certain entities (“Sponsoring entities”) 
may perform the diligence, withholding, and reporting obligations of one or 
more non-u.S. investment entities or controlled foreign corporations (such 
entities, “Sponsored FFis”).  accordingly, a Sponsoring entity will manage 
the registration of its Sponsored FFis.  The irS intends to provide additional 
details about how a Sponsoring entity may register a Sponsored FFi on the 
irS web site.  note that if a Sponsoring entity is an FFi, it must register on 
the portal twice — once as a Sponsoring entity, and once as a lead, Member, 
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or Single FFi, and will receive two Giins.  one Giin will be used when it is 
acting as a Sponsoring entity for other Sponsored FFis, and the other Giin 
will be used when it is acting on its own behalf.
 FaTca registration will be completed by a “responsible officer” at the 
FFi.  as responsible officers have different responsibilities under FFi agree-
ments and Model 1 iGas, the definition of responsible officer differs de-
pending on the FFi’s FaTca Status.  with respect to any FFi that signs an 
FFi agreement, a responsible officer is an officer of any FaTca-compliant 
FFi in the FFi’s eaG with sufficient authority to fulfill the duties of a re-
sponsible officer under an FFi agreement, as described below.  with respect 
to a Model 1 iGa FFi, a responsible officer is an officer of any FaTca-
compliant FFi in the FFi’s eaG with sufficient authority to ensure that the 
FFi meets all of the requirements of being treated as a registered deemed 
compliant FFi.  in the case of a Model 1 iGa FFi, these requirements are 
presumably that the FFi be in compliance with the applicable Model 1 iGa.

NoN-u.s. FuNds’ Fatca oBligatioNs

 Generally, a fund will be required to perform diligence on its existing 
investors in order to classify them as u.S. or non-u.S. investors.  if any of 
the non-u.S. investors are FFis, a fund will be required to confirm that the 
FFi is FaTca-compliant.  if any of the non-u.S. investors are non-financial 
foreign entities (“nFFes”), the fund may have to request (a) information 
regarding the nFFe’s 10 percent or more u.S. owners; or (b) a representa-
tion or documentation that the nFFe does not have 10 percent or more u.S. 
owners.  The classes of nFFes on which diligence must be performed and 
the thresholds of u.S. ownership that require reporting may differ under the 
iGas.  The diligence procedures that the fund will follow depend on whether 
it has signed an FFi agreement (as modified by a Model 2 iGa, if applicable), 
or is subject to a Model 1 iGa.  The fund must also put into place procedures 
to determine if any new investor is reportable (generally, a u.S. investor, an 
nFFe with reportable u.S. owners, or a non-compliant FFi).
 For example, in a typical master/feeder structure, a feeder fund will hold 
interests in a master fund, and investors will hold interests in the feeder fund.  
Both the master fund and a non-u.S. feeder fund will generally be FFis.  
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However, the master fund’s diligence will generally be limited to confirming 
that its investor, the feeder fund, is a FaTca-compliant FFi.  The feeder will 
need to perform diligence on its investors (i.e., which may be the ultimate 
beneficial owners of the interests).
 a fund that has signed an FFi agreement (other than a Model 2 iGa 
FFi) will be required to withhold on certain payments (generally, u.S. source 
interest, dividends, and gross proceeds from the sale or disposition of instru-
ments that produce u.S. source interest or dividends (“withholdable pay-
ments”)) made to (1) non-compliant FFis, and (2) recalcitrant account 
Holders.  a “recalcitrant account Holder” is generally any account holder 
that fails to provide identifying information upon request, or fails to waive 
any privacy law that would prevent an FFi from reporting information on the 
account holder to the irS.  
 The FaTca regulations also require withholding on “passthru pay-
ments.” a passthru payment is defined as “any withholdable payment or 
other payment to the extent attributable to a withholdable payment.”  The 
irS has not issued final regulations that specify what constitutes a “passthru 
payment,” although it has specified that withholding on “passthru payments” 
will begin no earlier than January 1, 2017.  
 note that even a fund that has no u.S. investments may receive pay-
ments of u.S. source income.  For example, if a fund enters a swap with 
a counterparty, and the fund posts u.S. Treasury bonds as collateral to the 
counterparty, the counterparty will usually have the obligation to pass any 
interest on the bonds back to the fund.  However, this interest will be u.S. 
source interest paid on u.S. bonds.  if the fund is not compliant with FaT-
ca, the counterparty may be forced to withhold on those payments of u.S. 
source interest.
 a Model 1 iGa FFi or Model 2 iGa FFi will not have to withhold on 
payments to a recalcitrant account Holder, provided that the FFi reports 
information on the recalcitrant account Holder as described below.  while 
under the FaTca regulations, FFis are generally required to withhold on cer-
tain payments made to non-compliant FFis, the Model 1 iGa and the Model 
2 iGa state that the u.S. will work with the signing jurisdiction in order to 
“develop a practical and effective alternative approach” to withholding on 
non-compliant FFis.
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 a fund that has signed an FFi agreement (including a Model 2 iGa 
FFi) will generally be required to report information on account holders that 
its diligence procedures have determined to be u.S. account holders, as well 
as recalcitrant account Holders.  in addition, a fund that has signed an FFi 
agreement will generally be required to report payments made to u.S. ac-
counts, as well as payments made to non-compliant FFis and recalcitrant 
account Holders. 
 a Model 1 iGa FFi will have similar reporting requirements.  as noted 
above, it will report its u.S. account holders’ information, as well as certain 
payments made to u.S. account holders, to its local governmental authority.  
it will also be required to report information about recalcitrant account 
Holders and non-compliant FFis. 

timEliNE For rEgistratioN

 The irS has recommended that FFis register on the portal by april 25, 
2014.  However, the irS has announced that Model 1 iGa FFis should reg-
ister by a later deadline — december 22, 2014 — in order to have received a 
Giin and be listed on the irS list of compliant FFis by January 1, 2015. 

NotEs
1 See http://www.irs.gov/fatca-registration.
2 See http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p5118.pdf (revised dec. 2013).  
3 The summary provided herein is not intended to constitute legal advice, 
but only to provide a general overview of the application of the FaTca rules 
to non-u.S. funds. This article went to press before the release of the FacTa 
information reporting and final and temporary Treasury regulations published 
in the Federal Register on March 6, 2014 [T.d. 9657, 9658], and does not reflect 
the contents thereof.
4 an “investment entity” includes:

• an entity that primarily conducts as a business (and on behalf of a customer) 
(i) trading in money market instruments (checks, bills, certificates of 
deposit, derivatives, etc.); foreign currency; foreign exchange, interest rate, 
and index instruments; transferable securities; or commodity futures; (ii) 
individual or collective portfolio management; or (iii) otherwise investing, 
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administering or managing funds, money or financial assets on behalf of 
other persons;

• an entity whose gross income is primarily attributable to investing, 
reinvesting, or trading in financial assets, and the entity is managed 
(either directly or through another third party service provider) by a bank, 
custodian, insurance company, or investment entity described in the 
previous bullet; or

• an entity that functions or holds itself out as a collective investment vehicle, 
mutual fund, exchange traded fund, private equity fund, hedge fund, 
venture capital fund, leveraged buyout fund, or any similar investment 
vehicle established with an investment strategy of investing, reinvesting or 
trading in financial assets.

5 The information pertaining to iGas in this article reflects the model iGas 
(updated nov. 4, 2013) on the u.S. Treasury department web site. The terms of 
executed iGas may differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.  
6 See http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/treaties/pages/FaTca-
archive.aspx.


